
Follow the self-led trail along 
path to the left of the first 
Tucklesholme lake. 

This Trek will take 
you approximately 
20-30 minutes but 
feel free to take 
your time and take 
in the scenery.

At each point on the map 
stop and enjoy an activity. 
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What to bring?
If you have binoculars, do bring them along with you
Our downloadable bird spotter sheet 

What to wear?
The site is open to the elements, so we recommend sturdy 
shoes, warm clothing and waterproofs.
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A self-led 
Toddler Trek 

at Tucklesholme Nature Reserve

Our trek loops 
back here



This site used to be a quarry 
full of stones and rocks. Can 
you pick some cool stones 
and create a face? We will 
look out for it the next time 
we visit.

How far can you see? 
Hide behind our bird hide 
and count the birds resting 
on the bank.

Woodpeckers like to peck out 
bugs from trees. They make 
a knocking sound, can you 
make the same noise on a log 
or tree trunk?

Amongst the trees, is a tree 
with bark twisted round. It 
looks like its twirling.
When you spot it, do a little 
twirl or spin to celebrate!
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5Busy birds are often 
hopping from branch to 
branch here. Can you spot 
any?

Our lake is a great place for 
waterfowl to swim around, 
but its very big! If you want 
to get the attention of a 
duck, we suggest to quack 
loudly!

Take a moment to sit on 
the bench and listen to the 
sounds around you. What 
can you hear?

Bugs love to live under 
logs. The logs here are very 
heavy! But take a closer look 
and see if something has 
been nibbling away at them.
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Please follow government guidelines and maintain social 
distancing on site.
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